"You read that book like Seventeen magazine," my mom said. I was sitting on my bed, holding my pet rabbit, and reading Andrew Dalby’s Dictionary of Languages, just like I did every other day freshman year of high school after finishing my homework. The book had appeared in my room a year earlier, when I was studying for the National Geographic Bee, since it contained maps showing how different languages were distributed. The maps weren’t what caught my attention in this book though; the hundreds of languages described were. I had just started learning Russian and Arabic after a middle school language diet of French and Latin and was fascinated by the variety of languages in the world. Many articles included small section on scripts, cultural notes, or small vocabulary samples.

Within a year I was learning bits and pieces of any language I encountered: Chinese at school, Farsi from my grandparents’ neighbors, Vietnamese from my aunt, Japanese at a community college and, of course, any language I could find a book on. All the books my parents had randomly bought at library discard sales– a Ukrainian grammar, a Dutch teach-yourself-book – found their way in to my room and my collection. I received a dictionary of ancient languages for Christmas, but I always returned to my first dictionary of languages. Its binding cracked.

Junior year of high school, I discovered the existence of linguistics and the North American Computational Linguistics Olympiad. I was thrilled; I had always been a highly competitive person, and here was a competition where I could use my love of various languages. The first problem I solved resembled the articles of my dictionary: comparing the numbers one through ten of multiple languages, all but one of them related. I solved it and was hooked. I registered for the competition.

After participating and doing well, I started accumulating linguistics books for non-linguists as well. My parents would get me books of this kind for years. I started the college applications process and looked for universities which taught a wide variety of languages. I also visited bookstores when visiting colleges and bought language books wherever I could find them. A Vietnamese textbook from Georgetown University’s bookstore. A book on languages of the Pacific islands from Schoenhof’s in Boston. Schoenhof’s was a gold mine for books written in other languages as well; I acquired a copy of The Little Prince in Arabic there. I found a book of Arabic verbs in the Seminary Co-op.

While studying for the NACLO, my second year, I discovered Ethnologue, a website with articles on every language that existed. Finally, something that could replace my Dictionary of Languages, which I had nearly memorized by this point. If my rabbit could read, she would have memorized it too, as she was my constant companion. And there was a print version! I asked for, and received it as a gift that year.

I came to college and took second-year Russian my first year. Whenever I
wanted to relax, I went to the language corner of the Seminary Co-op, to buy or to browse. I didn’t venture beyond that corner into the rest of the store for months—how could it be any better?! I bought a small book on Jabem, a language in New Guinea so obscure my dictionary didn’t mention it, and a Welsh grammar, that year, and later books on Syriac, Ugaritic (an ancient language of the Middle East, taught at UChicago), Efate (a language of Vanuatu, a country in the Pacific Ocean), among others.

I hadn’t brought any language books to school first year, for fear of damaging them, but I was restless without them. Learning languages and learning about languages had become a core part of my identity and I felt like a partial person without them. *Ethnologue* came back to school with me second year, and my *Dictionary of Languages* followed.

My family adopted two guinea pigs second year and I named one of them Twi, a language of Ghana that I had learned about in my dictionary, and fallen in love with the sound of the name. My mom special-ordered books on Twi for me from Schoenhof’s for the holidays. One of my other language-themed presents was a box of 18 Lonely Planet language dictionaries.

Second year was also the year I discovered the language section in Powell’s and became a regular customer. Since then, I have bought books on Hausa, Chamorro (spoken in Guam), Bugotu, Welsh, Hungarian, Nahuatl, Lakota, Sanskrit, Yoeme, Tibetan, and most recently, less than a month ago, Hawaiian and Yoruba dictionaries and a Catalan teach-yourself book.

When my father visited me this past summer, we went to bookstores throughout Chicago. I was hunting for language books, I found a Lithuanian grammar in *The Armadillo’s Pillow* on the North Side, a set of books on Aramaic in *Amaranth Books*, in Evanston. This was also when I found the Nahuatl and Lakota books at Powell’s.

My love of books about languages has also extended to a love of books in languages I have learned fairly well and even those I know absolutely nothing of. I am a physics/math major, and for Christmas I found seven of the ten books of Landau’s *Course of Theoretical Physics*, in the original Russian on Abebooks. They took months to ship here from Russia, and occupy a special shelf in my physics bookcase. I also accumulated books in Arabic and Farsi from UChicago library discard sales, and books in languages I don’t speak, such as a book of math papers in Czech.

My collection at the moment is fairly heavy on language dictionaries, as opposed to grammars, since they have been easier to find. I intend to increase my collection of grammars, and am particularly interested in endangered and obscure languages. I have relatively few books on languages of Africa and the Americas, which I would like to increase. In terms of concrete plans, I will continue to periodically check Powell’s and the Seminary Co-op for language books, as well as the Regenstein discard sales, whenever they begin again. My father and I intend to drive 3 hours from my family’s home near Dallas, Texas to the Oklahoma University Press, where I hope to find books on Native American languages. I also am on the hunt for my books on Korean, especially grammars, since I started learning Korean through the library’s Mango subscription recently.
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